Ford mustang steering wheel

Hello, Sign In! Your Andy's account is now active and you're logged in. All available coupons
will be applied automatically in your shopping cart! Select Your Vehicle. Year Spec D.
Goodmark Assembly For Steering Wheel. Goodmark Steering Wheel - Black. Goodmark
Steering Wheel - Woodgrain. Goodmark Steering Wheel. Not able to find what you are looking
for? Many people install aftermarket performance steering wheels to help increase this feel, as
they are often of more solid construction and therefore transfer more information to the driver.
In almost all cases, aftermarket steering wheels require the purchase and use of a steering
adapter sometimes referred to as a "steering boss" , which takes the place of your factory
steering wheel's hub and allows the new steering wheel to be bolted on. Q: Do you need to buy
anything with the steering wheel to make sure it installs properly? A: All steering wheels require
a car specific hub adapter for installation. You cannot install the steering wheel without the hub
adapter. Depending on the steering wheel, most use either 6-bolt hubs or 5-bolt hubs. Q: How
do you install a steering wheel? A: A steering wheel is installation is a bolt-on procedure once
the hub is installed. When your hub is installed there are screws in the center of the steering
wheel that attach to the face of the hub. Screw down all the hardware and you will be good to
go. Q: Why buy a steering wheel? A: Nothing adds a more dramatic new look to your interior
than a custom steering wheel. It gives your car that race feel that really makes driving
enjoyable. Q: Can I install an aftermarket steering wheel if my vehicle has an airbag? A: In
recent years, certain aftermarket steering wheel manufacturers have started producing
airbag-equipped wheels for newer, popular applications such as newer Ford Mustangs , so
owners of more contemporary vehicles may be in luck if they want a more stylish steering
wheel. While it is possible to replace your airbag steering wheel with a more traditional
aftermarket steering wheel and hub adapter, there are some issues to take note of if doing so.
First, you will obviously lose the airbag itself, and your airbag warning light will likely stay on.
Finally, there are some instances where you will lose the self-cancelling feature of your turn
signals. In the end, it's up to you to decide how comfortable you are not having an airbag in
your steering wheel, and we can make no claims as to the legality of making any changes to
your safety restraint system. Removing your factory airbag may not be legal depending on
where you live. If it's not legal where you live, then you can only remove your airbag if your
vehicle is exclusively used offroad e. Filter Your Results. Steering Wheels Goodmark 6. Grant
Momo NRG OMP Sparco Spec D Ring Color. Black Blue 8. Carbon Fiber 1. Chrome 1. Gold 1.
Gray 3. Mahogany Purple 1. Red 8. Silver 2. Walnut White 6. Wood 4. See More Ring Colors See
Less Ring Colors Choose Your Vehicle:. We made a video giving all the basic information you
need to know about steering wheels. We explain how in order to install a steering wheel you
need not just the wheel itself but also a hub adapter. We also explain how there are different
types of hub adapters, and show how you can make sure you choose one that's compatible with
your vehicle and with your desired steering wheel. We even do an installation of a steering
wheel, with a quick release, on our project car. After you watch the video, you'll be fully
equipped with the knowledge you need to buy a steering wheel from Andy's! Customer Support.
Contact Us. Returns Policy. Terms of Service. About Us. About Andy's. In The Media. Andy's
Parts Smarts. Andy's Auto Sport TV. Customer Rides. The Andy's Dictionary. Knowledge Base.
Sales Programs. Price Stomp. Car Club Discounts. Wholesale Discounts. Sign Up. Skip to main
content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to
Watchlist. People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Check if
this part fits your vehicle. Contact the seller. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to
enlarge. Get the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back
Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller information s10skidoozr2 Contact seller. See
other items More See all. Item Information Condition:. Ford Foxbody Mustang Steering Wheel
Sign in to check out Check out as guest. Make Offer. Resume making your offer , if the page
does not update immediately. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. May
not ship to Ukraine - Read item description or contact seller for shipping options. See details.
Item location:. Bristol, Connecticut, United States. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change
until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and
conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties,
taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program
terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Any international shipping is paid in part
to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab International shipping and
import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any
international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc.
Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Related sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 -

Carousel. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This translation tool is for your
convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed.
Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller
assumes all responsibility for this listing. Used Steering wheel in great condition from a Ford
Mustang Foxbody. This is a non airbag steering wheel. This steering wheel does have the cruise
control options. Shipping and handling. The seller has not specified a shipping method to
Ukraine. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and request shipping to your
location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Shipping to: United
States. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global
Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or
tab. There are 1 items available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 1. Select a valid
country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic handling time. Taxes may be
applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. No returns or exchanges, but item is covered
by the eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in a new window or tab. Payment details. Payment
methods. Back to home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to
friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not
available Photos not available for this variation. This is sold as is. Change country: -SelectUnited States There are 1 items available. The way our service works is simple. It's that easy!
You can also contact us first via phone or email if you need more information regarding the
restoration of your particular steering wheel. This includes the restoration of your complete
steering wheel, including the center pad, and also a new rim blow horn switch installed onto
your wheel. Our rim blow switches are USA made, by far the best on the market. The restoration
of your wheel will include proper degreasing and bead-blasting of rear metal contact rings,
repair of all cracks and imperfections by plastic welding fusing new plastic for the strongest
bond possible, 3 coats of primer surfacer to fill sand scratches, new beautiful hand-painted
wood grain application, new dye of your wheel's original color or color of your choice , new
stainless steel band, and 3 coats of top grade 2-part clear coat over the entire wheel for the best
finish and protection possible. This includes installation of a new rim blow horn switch onto
your wheel. All rim blow horn switches are tested once installed for proper functionality. These
horn switches are very sensitive parts which require extra care and handling when being
installed. We also specialize in the deluxe wood grain steering wheels. These wheels came
equipped in deluxe Mustang, Shelby, and Cougar interiors, among other Mercury-Lincoln
models. This includes the complete steering wheel including the center pad. How it Works The
way our service works is simple. Install new steering wheel following the installation video.
Each Vicrez Steering wheel consist of the skeleton, made out of a strong metal such as
magnesium, aluminum or steel. The skeleton is covered by a highly durable, soft, foam material
along leather or alcantara, Injection molding is used to apply the polyurethane on the skeleton.
These parts are assembled with high quality carbon fiber known for its light-weight, gloss and
toughness , leather and alcantara which is suede like material that is high-grade. These are
considered an extremely durable material and long-lasting synthetic alternative to animal
products - making it perfect for the risks of regular driven vehicles. We design our steering
wheels for car enthusiasts who love their cars and love to drive. Every curve, stitch, and panel
was careful
ct cabinet wiring diagram
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ly designed for comfort and style. Our steering wheels are made to completely match with your
OEM steering wheel core so that no matter the year, the buttons will fit perfectly. Vicrez always
recommends professional installation of all body parts. We also recommend test fitting these
products before any modification. Your browser does not support HTML5 video. Add a headline.
Overall rating 1 2 3 4 5. Write your review. Vehicle Year. Add to Cart. Add to Wish List.
Disconnect battery. Remove existing OEM steering wheel. Top Quality Durable Construction:
These parts are assembled with high quality carbon fiber known for its light-weight, gloss and
toughness , leather and alcantara which is suede like material that is high-grade. Why Vicrez
Steering Wheels? Installation Video:. Product Overview:. Subscribe: New Vicrez videos daily!
Subscribe to our YouTube Channel. Distributed By: Vicrez. Guarantee By: Manufactured By:.
Write a Review. Custom Wheels. Shop All Wheels. Need help? Let's chat.

